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If the Cm13 is too hard, a Cm also can work. I figured out this on the ukulele,
but it 
works just wonderfully on guitar too! :)
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G                                                       D7
Knock on a door, Call out a name, Folding your arms together
D7                                                      G
Remember the more stops that you make the more you get paid
G
Watching the birds counting the wings without adding up the
D7
feathers
D7                                                         G
Wait for the word to come through the string and take me away
G          B7    Em      Cm 13
Whenever seasons come and  go
   D7               G   B7   Em      C
So if you want to clear your throat
G   B7  Em  C   G
oh  oh  oh
 G                                                D7
Breaking the news after today after the legs get broken
D7
Remember the view backing away
                   G
From this burning wake
G          B7    Em      Cm 13
Whenever seasons come and  go
    D7                             G         B7               Em
So if you want to you can try to- night any night is a night but
     C
you know if
                   G              B7            Em
you know if itâ€™s right when itâ€™s right and itâ€™s right
         C                              G     B7   Em      C
And you know if you If you know if you clear your throat
G   B7  Em  C
oh  oh  oh
 G     B7   Em      C
Clear your throat
G   B7  Em  C
oh  oh  oh

Solo:
G D7



D7 G
D7 G
G B7

D7                              G         B7       Em
You can try to if you want to- night any night is a night but
     C
you know if you
               G               B7            Em
know if it is right when itâ€™s right and itâ€™s right
         C                       G        B7           Em
And you know if you If you know ask me to leave in that voice
        C               G      B7           Em
That is it it is easy relax I believe in the choice
            C                   G    B7         Em   C
cause you always fill me with facts know first
 G     B7   Em   C
youâ€™d  be  worse
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